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1 of 1 people found the following review helpful. Excellent Source for Teaching
the FaithBy L. DonahueThis book is an excellent source for catechists, parents,
and children on the Mass. Buyer: Make sure it is at least the 2011 edition for
the Mass updates. Also, be cautious if listing says "Set of 10" check with seller
before buying. I got one copy, even though the listing said a set of 10. (The
situation was rectified). This book is for younger children 2nd-3rd grade, maybe
fourth grade or any elementary grade that needs remedial lessons on the Mass.
I have enjoyed using this book for years in my First Sacraments class.9 of 9
people found the following review helpful. Needs to be updatedBy JodyI ordered
this book for my 6 1/2 yr old son who always tries to follow along with the
missel but has a hard time. I love the layout and simplicity of this book but it
does not include the changes recently made to the Mass so it won't really teach
him properly. I was surprised that the book cost almost $12 - I didn't realize I
was going to get 10 of them! If the updates to the Mass were made I would give
the book 5 stars.0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. Product title is
confusingBy ron stangAlthough the booklet was exactly what I was expecting,
the advertisement for the product is deceptive, or at least, confusing. The
ordering title "The Mass for Children (pack of 10)" seems to indicate that there
will be 10 booklets in a pack. Not true. I ordered what I thought would be 10
booklets at a very reasonable price. Instead I got one booklet and the delivery
charge was about 8 times the cost of the booklet. Not a bargain at all.
This St. Joseph Picture Book introduces the Catholic Mass to young children,
taking them step-by-step through all the elements of the rite from beginning to
end.
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